Abstract. We present a new protocol for computing a circuit which implements the private set intersection functionality (PSI). Using circuits for this task is advantageous over the usage of specific protocols for PSI, since many applications of PSI do not need to compute the intersection itself but rather functions based on the items in the intersection.
Introduction
The functionality of Private Set Intersection (PSI) enables two parties, P 1 and P 2 , with respective input sets X and Y to compute the intersection X∩Y without revealing any information about the items which are not in the intersection. There exist multiple constructions of secure protocols for computing PSI, which can be split into two categories: (i) constructions that output the intersection itself and (ii) constructions that output the result of a function f computed on the intersection. In this work, we concentrate on the second type of constructions (see Sect. 1.2 for motivation). These constructions keep the intersection X ∩ Y secret from both parties and allow the function f to be securely computed on top of it, namely, yielding only f (X ∩Y ). Formally, denote by F PSI,f the functionality (X, Y ) → (f (X ∩ Y ), f(X ∩ Y )).
Overview of Our Protocol
The starting point for our protocols is the Circuit-Phasing PSI protocol of [PSSZ15] , in which O(n) bins are considered and the circuit computes O(n log n/ log log n) comparisons. Party P 1 uses Cuckoo hashing to map at most one item to each bin, whereas party P 2 maps its items to the bins using simple hashing (two times, once with each of the two functions used in the Cuckoo hashing of the first party). Thus, P 2 maps up to S = O(log n/ log log n) items to each bin. Since the parties have to hide the number of items that are mapped to each bin, they pad the bins with "dummy" items to the maximum bin size. That is, P 1 pads all bins so they all contain exactly one item and P 2 pads all bins so they all contain S items.
Both parties use the same hash functions, and therefore for each input element x that is owned by both parties there is exactly one bin to which x is mapped by both parties. Thus, it is only needed to check whether the item that P 1 places in a bin is among the items that are placed in this bin by P 2 . This is essentially a private set membership (PSM) problem: As input, P 1 has a single item x and P 2 has a set Σ with |Σ| items, where S = |Σ|. As for the output, if x ∈ Σ then both parties learn the same random output, otherwise they learn independent random outputs. These outputs can then be fed to a circuit, which computes the intersection. The Circuit-Phasing protocol [PSSZ15] essentially computes the PSM functionality using a sub-circuit of the overall circuit that it computes. Namely, let S = O(log n/ log log n) be an upper bound on the number of items mapped by P 2 to a single bin. For each bin the sub-circuit receives one input from P 1 and S inputs from P 2 , computes S comparisons, and feeds the result to the main part of the circuit which computes the intersection itself (and possibly some function on top of the intersection). Therefore the communication overhead is O(nS) = O(n log n/ log log n). A very recent work in [CO18] uses the same hashing method and computes the PSM using a specific protocol whose output is fed to the circuit. The circuit there computes only ω(n) comparisons but the PSM protocol itself incurs a communication overhead of O(log n/ log log n) and is run O(n) times. Therefore, the communication overhead of [CO18] is also O(n log n/ log log n).
We diverge from the protocol of [PSSZ15] in the method for comparing the items mapped to each bin. In our protocol, the parties run an oblivious programmable PRF (OPPRF) protocol for each bin i, such that party P 2 chooses the PRF key and the programmed values, and the first party learns the output. The function is "programmed" to give the same output β i for each of the O(log n/ log log n) items that P 2 mapped to this bin. Therefore, if there is any match in this bin then P 1 learns the same value β i . Then, the parties evaluate a circuit, where for each bin i party P 1 inputs its output in the corresponding OPPRF protocol, and P 2 inputs β i . This circuit therefore needs to compute only a single comparison per bin.
The communication overhead of an OPPRF is linear in the number of programmed values. Thus, a stand alone invocation of an OPPRF for every bin incurs an overall overhead of O(n log n/ log log n). We achieve linear overhead for comparing the items in all bins, by observing that although each bin is of maximal size O(log n/ log log n) (and therefore naively requires to program this number of values in the OPPRF), the total number of items that need to be programmed in all bins is O(n). We can amortize communication so that the total communication of computing all O(n) OPPRFs is the same as the total number of items, which is O(n).
In addition to comparing the items that are mapped to the hash tables, the protocol must also compare items that are mapped to the stash of the Cuckoo hashing scheme. Fixing a stash size s = O(1), the probability that the stash does not overflow is O(n −(s+1) ) [KMW09] . It was shown in [GM11] that a stash of size O(log n) ensures a negligible failure probability (namely, a probability that is asymptotically smaller than any polynomial function). Each item that P 1 places in the stash must be compared to all items of P 2 , and therefore a straightforward implementation of this step requires the circuit to compute ω(n) comparisons. However, we show an advanced variant of our protocol that computes all comparisons (including elements in the stash) with only O(n) comparisons.
In addition to designing a generic O(n) circuit-based PSI protocol, we also investigate an important and commonly used variant of the problem where each item is associated with some value ("payload"), and it is required to compute a function of the payloads of the items in the intersection. (For example, compute the sum of financial transactions associated with these items). The challenge is that each of the S items that the second party maps to a bin has a different payload and therefore it is hard to represent them using a single value. (The work in [PSSZ15, CO18] , for example, did not consider payloads). We describe a variant of our PSI protocol which injects the correct payloads to the circuit while keeping the O(n) overhead.
Overall, the work in this paper improves the state of the art in two dimensions:
-With regards to asymptotic performance, we show a protocol for circuitbased PSI which has only O(n) communication. This cost is asymptotically smaller than that of all known circuit-based constructions of PSI, and matches the obvious lower bound on the number of comparisons that must be computed. -With regards to concrete overhead, our most efficient protocols improve communication by a factor of 2.6x to 12.8x, and run faster by factor 2.8x to 5.8x compared to the previous best circuit-based PSI protocol of [PSWW18] . We demonstrate this both analytically and experimentally.
Motivation for Circuit-Based PSI
Most research on computing PSI focused on computing the intersection itself (see Sect. 1.4). On the other hand, many applications of PSI are based on computing arbitrary functions of the intersection. For example, Google reported a PSI-based application for measuring the revenues from online ad viewers who later perform a related offline transaction (namely, ad conversion rates) [Yun15, Kre17] . This computation compares the set of people who were shown an ad with the set of people who have completed a transaction. These sets are held by the advertiser, and by merchants, respectively. A typical use case is where the merchant inputs pairs of the customer-identity and the value of the transactions made by this customer, and the computation calculates the total revenue from customers who have seen an ad, namely customers in the intersection of the sets known to the advertiser and the merchant. Google reported implementing this computation using a Diffie-Hellman-based PSI cardinality protocol (for computing the cardinality of the intersection) and Paillier encryption (for computing the total revenues) [IKN+17, Kre18] . In fact, it was recently reported that Google is using such a "double-blind encryption" protocol in a beta version of their ads tool. 1 However, their protocol reveals the size of the intersection, and has substantially higher runtimes than our protocol as it uses public key operations, rather than efficient symmetric cryptographic operations (cf. Sect. 7.4).
Another motivation for running circuit-based PSI is adaptability. A protocol that is specific for computing the intersection, or a specific function such as the cardinality of the intersection, cannot be easily changed to compute another function of the intersection (say, the cardinality plus some noise to preserve differential privacy). Any change to a specialized protocol will require considerable cryptographic know-how, and might not even be possible. On the other hand, the task of writing a new circuit component which computes a different function of the intersection is rather trivial.
Circuit-based protocols also benefit from the existing code base for generic secure computation. Users only need to design the circuit to be computed, and can use available libraries of optimized code for secure computation, such as [HEKM11,EFLL12,DSZ15,LWN+15].
Computing Symmetric Functions
We focus in this work on constructing a circuit which computes the intersection. On top of that circuit it is possible to compose a circuit for computing any function that is based on the intersection. In order to preserve privacy, that function must be a symmetric function of the items in the intersection. Namely, the output of the function must not depend on the order of its inputs.
If the function that needs to be computed is non-symmetric, then the circuit for computing the intersection must shuffle its output, in order to place each item of the intersection in a location which is independent of the other values. The result is used as the input to the function. The size of this "shuffle" step is O(n log n), as is described in [HEK12] , and it dominates the O(n) size of the intersection circuit. We therefore focus on the symmetric case. 1 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-30/google-and-mastercardcut-a-secret-ad-deal-to-track-retail-sales. 2 Note that outputting the intersection is a non-symmetric function. Therefore in that case the order of the elements must be shuffled. However, it is unclear why a circuit-based protocol should be used for computing the intersection, since there are specialized protocols for this which are much more efficient, e.g. [KKRT16, PSZ18] .
Most interesting functions of the intersection (except for the intersection itself) are symmetric. Examples of symmetric functions include: -The size of the intersection, i.e., PSI cardinality (PSI-CA).
-A threshold function that is based on the size of the intersection. For example identifying whether the size of the intersection is greater than some threshold (PSI-CAT). An extension of PSI-CAT, where the intersection is revealed only if the size of the intersection is greater than a threshold, can be used for privacy-preserving ridesharing [HOS17] . Other public-key based protocols for this functionality appear in [ZC17, ZC18] . -A differentially private [Dwo06] value of the size of the intersection, which is computed by adding some noise to the exact count. -The sum of values associated with the items in the intersection. This is used for measuring ad-generated revenues (cf. Sect. 1.2).
The circuits for computing all these functions are of size O(n). Therefore, with our new construction the total size of the circuits for applying these functions to the intersection is O(n).
Related Work
We classify previous works into dedicated protocols for PSI, generic protocols for circuit-based PSI, and dedicated protocols for PSI cardinality.
PSI.
The first PSI protocols were based on public-key cryptography, e.g., on the Diffie Hellman function (e.g. [Mea86] , with an earlier mention in [Sha80] ), oblivious polynomial evaluation [FNP04] , or blind RSA [DT10] . More recent protocols are based on oblivious transfer (OT) which can be efficiently instantiated using symmetric key cryptography [IKNP03, ALSZ13] : these protocols use either Bloom filters [FNP04] or hashing to bins [PSZ14, PSSZ15, KKRT16, PSZ18] . All these PSI protocols have super-linear complexity and many of them were compared experimentally in [PSZ18] . PSI protocols have also been evaluated on mobile devices, e.g., in [HCE11, ADN+13, CADT14, KLS+17] . PSI protocols with input sets of different sizes were studied in [KLS+17, PSZ18, RA18] .
Circuit-based PSI. These protocols use secure evaluation of circuits for PSI. A trivial circuit for PSI computes O(n 2 ) comparisons which result in O(σn 2 ) gates, where σ is the bit-length of the elements.
The sort-compare-shuffle (SCS) PSI circuit of [HEK12] computes O(n log n) comparisons and is of size O(σn log n) gates (even without the final shuffle layer).
The Circuit-Phasing PSI circuit of [PSSZ15] uses Cuckoo hashing to O(n) bins by one party and simple hashing by the other party which maps at most O(log n/ log log n) elements per bin. Therefore, the Circuit-Phasing circuit has a size of O(σn log n/ log log n) gates.
The recent circuit-based PSI protocol of [CO18] applies a protocol based on OT extension to compute private set membership in each bin. The outputs of the invocations of this protocol are input to a comparison circuit. The circuit itself computes a linear number of comparisons, but the total communication complexity of the private set membership protocols is of the same order as that of the Circuit-Phasing circuit [PSSZ15] with O(σn log n/ log log n) gates.
Another recent circuit-based PSI protocol of [FNO18, Sect. 8] has communication complexity O(σn log log n). It uses hashing to O(n) bins where each bin has multiple buckets and then runs the SCS circuit of [HEK12] to compute the intersection of the elements in the respective bins.
The two-dimensional Cuckoo hashing circuit of [PSWW18] uses a new variant of Cuckoo hashing in two dimensions and has an almost linear complexity of ω(σn) gates.
In this work, we present the first circuit-based PSI protocol with a true linear complexity of O(σn) gates. PSI Cardinality. Several protocols for securely computing the cardinality of the intersection, i.e., |X ∩ Y |, were proposed in the literature. These protocols have linear complexity and are based on public-key cryptography, namely DiffieHellman [DGT12] , the Goldwasser-Micali cryptosystem [DD15] , or additively homomorphic encryption [DC17] . However, these protocols reveal the cardinality of the intersection to one of the parties. In contrast, circuit-based PSI protocols can easily be adapted to efficiently compute the cardinality and even functions of it using mostly symmetric cryptography.
Our Contributions
In summary, in this paper we present the following contributions:
-The first circuit-based PSI protocol with linear asymptotic communication overhead. We remark that achieving a linear overhead is technically hard since hashing to a table of linear size requires a stash of super-linear size in order to guarantee a negligible failure probability. It is hard to achieve linear overhead with objects of super-linear size. -A circuit-based PSI protocol with small constants and an improved concrete overhead over the state of the art. As a special case, we consider a very common variant of PSI, namely threshold PSI, in which the intersection is revealed only if it is bigger/smaller than some threshold. Surprisingly, our protocol is 1-2 orders of magnitude more efficient than the state-of-the-art [ZC18] and has the same asymptotic communication complexity of O(n), despite the fact that the protocol in [ZC18] is a special purpose protocol for threshold-PSI. -Our protocol supports associating data ("payload") with each input (from both parties), and compute a function that depends on the data associated with the items in the intersection. This property was not supported by the Phasing circuit-based protocol in [PSSZ15] . It is important for applications that compute some function of data associated with the items in the intersection, e.g., aggregate revenues from common users (cf. Sect. 1.2).
-On a technical level, we present a new paradigm for handling ω(1) stash sizes and obtaining an overall overhead that is linear. This is achieved by running an extremely simple dual-execution variant of the protocol. -Finally, with regards to concrete efficiency, we introduce a circuit-based PSI protocol with linear complexity. This is achieved by using Cuckoo hashing with K = 3 instead of K = 2 hash functions, and no stash. This protocol substantially reduces communication (by a factor of 2.6x to 12.8x) and runtime (by a factor of 2.8x to 5.8x) compared to the best previous circuit-based PSI protocol of [PSWW18] .
Preliminaries

Setting
There are two parties, which we denote as P 1 (the "receiver") and P 2 (the "sender"). They have input sets, X and Y , respectively, each of which contains n items of bitlength λ. We assume that both parties agree on a function f and wish to securely compute f (X ∩ Y ). They also agree on a circuit C that receives the items in the intersection as input and computes f . That is, C has O(nλ) input wires if we consider a computation on the elements themselves or O(n(λ + ρ)) if we consider a computation on the elements and their associated payloads where the associated payload of each item has bitlength ρ. We denote the computational and statistical security parameters by κ and σ, respectively. Denote the set 1, . . . , c by [c] . We use the notation X(i) to denote the i-th element in the set X.
Security Model
This work, similar to most protocols for private set intersection, operates in the semi-honest model, where adversaries may try to learn as much information as possible from a given protocol execution but are not able to deviate from the protocol steps. This is in contrast to malicious adversaries which are able to deviate arbitrarily from the protocol. PSI protocols for the malicious setting exist, but they are less efficient than protocols for the semi-honest setting, e.g., [FNP04, DSMRY09, HN10, DKT10, FHNP16, RR17a, RR17b] . The only circuit-based PSI protocol that can be easily secured against malicious adversaries is the Sort-Compare-Shuffle protocol of [HEK12] : here a circuit of size O(n) can be used to check that the inputs are sorted, resulting in an overall complexity of O(n log n). For the recent circuit-based PSI protocols that rely on Cuckoo hashing, ensuring that the hashing was done correctly remains the challenge.The semi-honest adversary model is appropriate for scenarios where execution of the intended software is guaranteed via software attestation or business restrictions, and yet an untrusted third party is able to obtain the transcript of the protocol after its execution, by stealing it or by legally enforcing its disclosure.
FUNCTIONALITY 1 (Two-Party Computation)
Parameters. The Boolean circuit C to be computed, with I1, I2 inputs and O1, O2 outputs associated with P1 and P2 resp. Inputs. P1 inputs bits x1, . . . , xI 1 and P2 inputs bits y1, . . . , yI 2 . Outputs. The functionality computes the circuit C on the parties' inputs and returns the outputs to the parties.
Secure Two-Party Computation
There are two main approaches for generic secure two-party computation of Boolean circuits with security against semi-honest adversaries: (1) Yao's garbled circuit protocol [Yao86] has a constant round complexity and with today's most efficient optimizations provides free XOR gates [KS08] , whereas securely evaluating an AND gate requires sending two ciphertexts [ZRE15] . (2) The GMW protocol [GMW87] also provides free XOR gates and also sends two ciphertexts per AND gate using OT extension [ALSZ13] .
The main advantage of the GMW protocol is that all symmetric cryptographic operations can be pre-computed in a constant number of rounds in a setup phase, whereas the online phase is very efficient, but requires interaction for each layer of AND gates. In more detail, the setup phase is independent of the actual inputs and precomputes multiplication triples for each AND gate using OT extension in a constant number of rounds. The online phase begins when the inputs are provided and involves a communication round for each layer of AND gates. See [SZ13] for a detailed description and comparison between Yao and GMW.
In our protocol we make use of Functionality 1.
Cuckoo Hashing
Cuckoo hashing [PR01] uses two hash functions h 0 , h 1 to map n elements to two tables T 0 , T 1 which each contain (1 + ε)n bins. (It is also possible to use a single table T with 2(1 + ε)n bins. The two versions are essentially equivalent). Each bin accommodates at most a single element. The scheme avoids collisions by relocating elements when a collision is found using the following procedure:
The pointer b is then assigned the value 1 − b. The procedure is repeated until no more evictions are necessary, or until a threshold number of relocations has been reached. In the latter case, the last element is put in a special stash. It was shown in [KMW09] that for a stash of constant size s the probability that the stash overflows is at most O(n −(s+1) ). It was also shown in [GM11] that this failure probablity is negligilble when the stash is of size O(log n). An observation in [KM18] shows that this is also the case when s = O(ω(1) · log n log log n ). After insertion, each item can be found in one of two locations or in the stash.
PSI Based on Hashing
Existing constructions for circuit-based PSI require the parties to reorder their inputs before inputting them to the circuit. In the sorting network-based circuit of [HEK12] , the parties sort their inputs. In the hashing-based construction of [PSSZ15] , the parties map their items to bins using a hashing scheme.
It was observed as early as [FNP04] that if the two parties agree on the same hash function and use it to assign their respective input to bins, then the items that one party maps to a specific bin only need to be compared to the items that the other party maps to the same bin. However, the parties must be careful not to reveal to each other the number of items that they mapped to each bin, since this leaks information about their input sets. Therefore, the parties agree beforehand on an upper bound m for the maximum number of items that can be mapped to a bin (such upper bounds are well known for common hashing algorithms, and can also be substantiated using simulation), and pad each bin with random dummy values until it has exactly m items in it. If both parties use the same hash algorithm, then this approach considerably reduces the overhead of the computation from
where β is the number of bins. When using a random hash function h to map n items to n bins such that x is mapped to bin h(x), the most occupied bin has at most m = ln n ln ln n (1 + o(1)) items with high probability [Gon81] . For instance, for n = 2 20 and a desired error probability of 2 −40 , a careful analysis shows that m = 20. Cuckoo hashing is much more promising, since it maps n items to 2n(1 + ε) bins, where each bin stores at most m = 1 items.
It is tempting to let both parties, P 1 and P 2 , map their items to bins using Cuckoo hashing, and then only compare the item that P 1 maps to a bin with the item that P 2 maps to the same bin. The problem is that P 1 might map x to h 0 (x) whereas P 2 might map it to h 1 (x). Unfortunately, they cannot use a protocol where P 1 's value in bin h 0 (x) is compared to the two bins h 0 (x), h 1 (x) in P 2 's input, since this reveals that P 1 has an item which is mapped to these two locations. The solution used in [FHNP16, PSZ14, PSSZ15] is to let P 1 map its items to bins using Cuckoo hashing, and P 2 map its items using simple hashing. Namely, each item of P 2 is mapped to both bins h 0 (x), h 1 (x). Therefore, P 2 needs to pad its bins to have exactly m = O(log n/ log log n) items in each bin, and the total number of comparisons is O(n log n/ log log n).
OPPRF -Oblivious Programmable PRF
Our protocol builds on a (batched) oblivious programmable pseudorandom function (OPPRF). In this section we gradually present the properties required by that kind of a primitive, by first describing simpler primitives, namely, Programmable PRF (and its batched version) and Oblivious PRF.
Oblivious PRF
An oblivious PRF (OPRF) [FIPR05] is a two-party protocol implementing a functionality between a sender and a receiver. Let F be a pseudo-random function (PRF) such that F : {0, 1} κ × {0, 1} → {0, 1} . The sender inputs a key k to F and the receiver inputs q 1 . . . , q c . The functionality outputs F (k, q 1 ), . . . , F (k, q c ) to the receiver and nothing to the sender. In another variant of oblivious PRF the sender is given a fresh random key k as an output from the functionality rather than choosing it on its own. In our protocol we will make use of a "one-time" OPRF functionality in which the receiver can query a single query, namely, the sender inputs nothing and the receiver inputs a query q; the functionality outputs to the sender a key k and to the receiver the result F k (q). Let us denote that functionality by F OPRF .
(One-Time) Programmable PRF (PPRF)
A programmable PRF (PPRF) is similar to a PRF, with the additional property that on a certain "programmed" set of inputs the function outputs "programmed" values. Namely, for an arbitrary set X and a "target" multi-set T , where |X| = |T | and each t ∈ T is uniformly distributed 3 , it is guaranteed that on input X(i) the function outputs T (i). Let T be a distribution of such multi-sets, which may be public to both parties.
The restriction of the PPRF to be only one-time comes from the fact that we allow the elements in T to be correlated. If the elements are indeed correlated then by querying it two times (on the correlated positions) it would be easy to distinguish it from a random function.
We capture the above notion by the following formal definition: 
κ , a hint hint ∈ {0, 1} κ·|X| and an input x ∈ {0, 1} , output y ∈ {0, 1} .
We consider two properties of a PPRF, correctness and security:
-Correctness. For every k, T and X, and for every i ∈ [|X|] we have:
-Security. We say that an interactive machine M is a PPRF oracle overF if, when interacting with a "caller" A, it works as follows:
2. M samples a uniformly random k ∈ {0, 1} κ and T from T , invokes hint ← Hint(k, X, T ) and hands hint to A.
CONSTRUCTION 2 (PPRF)
Let F : {0, 1} κ × {0, 1} → {0, 1} be a PRF.
-Hint(k, X, T ). Interpolate a polynomial p over the points
3. M is given an input x ∈ {0, 1} from A and responds with F (k, hint, x).
M halts (any subsequent queries will be ignored). The schemeF is said to be secure if, for every X input by A (i.e. the caller), the interaction of A with M is computationally indistinguishable from the interaction with the PPRF oracle S, where S outputs a uniformly random "hint" {0, 1}
κ·|X| and a"PRF result" from {0, 1} .
The definition is reminiscent of a semantically secure encryption scheme. Informally, semantic security means that whatever is efficiently computable about the cleartext given the ciphertext, is also efficiently computable without the ciphertext. Also here, whatever can be efficiently computable given X is also efficiently computable given only |X|. That implicitely means that the interaction with a PPRF oracle M over (KeyGen, F ) does not leak the elements in X.
Our security definition diverges from that of [KMP+17] in two aspects:
1. In [KMP+17] , A has many queries to M in Step 3 of the interaction, whereas our definition allows only a single query. In the (n, t)-security definition in [KMP+17] this corresponds to setting t = 1. Our definition is weaker in this sense, but this is sufficient for our protocol as we invoke multiple instances of the one-time PPRF. 2. The definition in [KMP+17] compensates for the fact that A has many queries, by requiring that the function F outputs an independent target value for every x ∈ X. Our definition is stronger as it allows having correlated target elements in T . In the most extreme form of correlation all values in T are equal, which makes the task of the adversary "easier". We require the security property to hold even in this case.
We present in Construction 2 a polynomial-based PPRF scheme that is based on the construction in [KMP+17] .
Theorem 3. Construction 2 is a PPRF.
Proof. It is easy to see that this construction is correct. For every k, X and T , let p = Hint(k, X, T ), then for all i ∈ |X| it holds that
as required.We now reduce the security of the scheme to the security of a PRF (i.e., to the standard PRF definition, with many oracle accesses). Let M be a PPRF oracle overF of Construction 2. Assume there exists a distinguisher D and a caller A such that D distinguishes between the output of M after interacting with A, when A chooses X and x as its inputs, and the output of S(1 κ , |X|) (where S is the simulator described in Definition 1) with probability μ.
We present a distinguisher D that has an oracle access to either a truly random function R(·) or a PRFF (k, ·). The distinguisher D runs as follows:
then, for every i ∈ [|X|] it queries the oracle on X(i) and obtains O(X(i)). It interpolates the polynomial p using the points {(X(i), O(X(i)) ⊕ T (i))} i∈|X| and provides p's coefficients to D. For the query x, D hands D the value O(x) ⊕ p(x)
and outputs whatever D outputs.
Observe that if O is truly random, then the values {R(X(i)) ⊕ T (i))} i∈ [|X|] are uniformly random and thus the polynomial p is uniformly random and independent of T . If x / ∈ X then the value R(x)⊕p(x) is obviously random since R(x) is independent of p. In addition, if x = X(i) for some i, then the value R(x)⊕p(x) equals T (i) for some i ∈ [|X|], which is uniformly random since T is sampled from T and every t ∈ T is distributed uniformly. Therefore, the pair (p, R(x) ⊕ p(x)) is distributed identically to the output of S. On the other hand, if O is a pseudorandom function, then the values {F k (X(i)) ⊕ T (i))} i∈ [|X|] from which the polynomial p is interpolated, along with the second output F k (x) ⊕ p(x), are distributed identically to the output of M upon an interaction with A. This leads to the same distinguishing success probability μ, for both D and D , which must be negligible.
Batch PPRF
Note that the size of the hint generated by algorithm KeyGen is κ · |X| (i.e., the polynomial is represented by |X| coefficients, each of size κ bits). In our setting we use an independent PPRF per bin, where each bin contains at most O(log n/ log log n) values. Therefore the hint for one bin is of size O(κ·log n/ log log n), and the size of all hints is O(κ·n·log n/ log log n). However, we know that the total number of values in all P 2 's bins is 2n, since each value is stored in (at most) two locations of the table 4 . We next show that it is possible to combine the hints of all bins to a single hint of length 2n, thus reducing the total communication for all hints to O(n).
We first present a formal definition of the notion of batch PPRF. F (k, hint, x) .
Interpret hint as a polynomial, denoted p. 
κ , a hint hint ∈ {0, 1} κ·N and an input x ∈ {0, 1} , output y ∈ {0, 1} .
As before, we want a batched PPRF to have the following properties: 
The security of the scheme is reduced to the security of a batch PRFF . Informally, a batch PRF works as follows: Sample uniform keys k 1 , . . . , k β ∈ {0, 1} κ and for a query (j, x) respond withF (k j , x). One can easily show that a batch PRF is indistinguishable from a set of β truly random functions R 1 , . . . , R β where on query (j, x) the output is R j (x).
Let when A chooses X 1 , . . . , X β and x 1 , . . . , x β as its inputs, and the outputs of S(1 κ , N), where S is the simulator described in Definition 2.
We present a distinguisher D that has an oracle access O, to either a batch PRFF (k j , ·) or a set of truly random functions R j (·) (where j ∈ [β]). The distinguisher D works as follows: sample T 1 , . . . , T β from T , interpolate a polynomial p with the points First note that if O is a set of truly random functions then the polynomial p is uniformly random and independent of y 1 , . . . , y β because all interpolation points are uniformly random. Now, if x j / ∈ X j then the result is obviously uniformly random. Otherwise, if x j = X j (i) for some i then note that the result is T j (i) which is uniformly random as well, since the other elements in T j are unknown. Thus, this is distributed identically to the output of S(1 κ , N). On the other hand, if O is a batch PRF then the interpolation points with y 1 , . . . , y β are distributed identically to the output of M upon an interaction with A. This leads to the same distinguishing success probability for both D and D , which must be negligible.
Batch Oblivious Programmable Pseudorandom Functions
In this section we define a two-party functionality for batched oblivious programmable pseudorandom function (Functionality 6), which is the main building block in our PSI protocols. The functionality is parametrised by a ( , β)-PPRF F = (Hint, F ) and interacts with a sender, who programsF with β sets, and a receiver who queriesF with β queries. The functionality guarantees that the sender does not learn what are the receiver's queries and the receiver does not learn what are the programmed points.
Given a protocol that realizes F OPRF and a secure ( , β)-PPRF, the realization of Functionality 6 is simple and described in Protocol 7. The functionality works as follows:
Theorem 8. Given an ( , β)-PPRF, Protocol 7 securely realizes Functionality 6 in the F OPRF -hybrid model.
1. Sample uniformly random and independent keys k = k1, . . . , k β . 2. Invoke Hint(k, X, T ) → hint. 3. Output hint to P1 (P2 can compute it on its own from k, X, T ). 4. For every j ∈ [β] output F (kj, hint, xj) to the receiver.
PROTOCOL 7 (Batch Oblivious PPRF)
The protocol is defined in the F OPRF -hybrid model and receives an ( , β)-PPRF F = (Hint, F ) as a parameter. The underlying PRF in both F OPRF andF is the same and denoted F . The protocol proceeds as follows: 1. The parties invoke β instances of F OPRF . In the j ∈ [β] instance, P2 inputs nothing and receives the key kj, and P1 inputs xj and receives F (kj, xj). 2. Party P2 invokes p ← Hint(k, X, T ) and sends p to P1.
For every j ∈ [β], party P1 outputs F (kj, xj) ⊕ p(xj).
Proof. Note that party P 2 receives nothing in the functionality but receives k 1 , . . . , k β in the real execution as output from F OPRF . Therefore, P 2 's view can be easily simulated with the simulator of F OPRF .
As for the view of P 1 , from the security of the PPRF it follows that it is indistinguishable from the output of S(1 κ , N) where S is the simulator from Definition 2.
A Super-Linear Communication Protocol
The Basic Construction
Let C a,b be a Boolean circuit that has 2 · a · (b + λ) input wires, divided to a sections of 2b + λ inputs wires each. For each section, the first (resp. second) β input wires are associated with P 1 (resp. P 2 ). The last λ input wires are associated with P 1 as well. Denote the first (resp. second) β bits input to the ith section by u i,1 (resp. v i,2 ) and the last λ bits by z i . The circuit first compares u i,1 to v i,2 for every i ∈ [α] and produces w i = 1 if u i,1 = v i,2 and 0 otherwise. Then, the circuit computes and outputs f (Z) where Z = {z i | w i = 1} i∈ [a] and f is the function required to be computed in the F PSI,f functionality. by P 1 for b ∈ {1, 2}. (2) z is mapped to Stash by P 1 . In the first case the match is found in section H b (z) of the circuit; in the second case the match is certainly found since every item in the Stash is compared to every item in Y .
Correctness. If z ∈ X ∩ Y then z is mapped to both
Two items x ∈ X and y ∈ Y where x = y will not be matched, since by the properties of the PPRF P 1 receives a pseudorandom output. Since the parties only input the first γ bits of the PPRF results, those values will be matched with probability 2 −γ . See Sect. 4.2 for a discussion on limiting the failure probability.
Security. The security of the protocol follows immediately from the security of the OPPRF and the two-party computation functionalities.
Limiting the Failure Probability
Protocol 9 might fail due to two reasons:
-Stash size. For an actual implementation, one needs to fix s and ε so that the stash failure probability will be smaller than 2 −σ . If the stash is overflowed (i.e., more than s items are mapped to it) then the protocol fails.
5 As discussed in Sect. 2, setting s = O(log n/ log log n) makes the failure probability negligible.
-Input encoding. The circuit compares the first γ bits of y j of P 1 to the first γ bits of t j of P 2 . Thus, the false positive error probability in each comparison equals 2 −γ (due to F (x), for x / ∈ Y , being equal to the programmed output), and therefore the overall probability of a false positive is at most β · 2 −γ = 2(1 + ε)n · 2 −γ .
Reducing Computation
A major computation task of the protocol is interpolating the polynomial which encodes the hint. If we use Cuckoo hashing with K = O(1) hash functions then the polynomial encodes O(n) items and is of degree O(n).
This section describes how to reduce the asymptotic overhead of computing the polynomial and therefore we will use asymptotic notation. The concrete overhead is discussed in Sect. 7.2. The overhead of interpolating a polynomial of degree O(n) over arbitrary points is O(n 2 ) operations using Lagrange interpolation, or O(n log 2 n) operations using FFT. The overhead can be reduced by dividing the polynomial to several lower-degree polynomials. In particular, let us divide the β = O(n) bins to B "mega-bins", each encompassing β/B bins. Suppose that we have an upper bound such that the number of items in a mega-bin is at most m, except with negligible probability. Then the protocol can invoke a batch OPPRF for each mega-bin, using a different hint polynomial. Each such polynomial is of degree m. Therefore the computation overhead is O(B · m log 2 m). Ideally, the upper bound on the number of items in a mega-bin, m, is of the same order as the expected number of items in a mega-bin, O(n/B). In this case the computation overhead is O(n/B · B · log 2 (n/B)) = O(n log 2 (n/B)) and will be minimized when the number of mega-bins B is maximal.
It is known that when mapping O(n) items to B = n/ log n (mega-)bins, then with high probability the most occupied bin has less than m = O(n/B) = O(log n) items. When interested in concrete efficiency we can use the analysis in [PSZ18] to find the exact number of mega-bins to make the failure probability sufficiently small (see Sect. 7.2). When interested in asymptotic analysis, it is easy to deduce from the analysis in [PSZ18] that with B = n/ log n mega-bins, the probability of having more than ω(log n) items in a megabin is negligible. Therefore when using this number of mega-bins, the computation overhead is only ω((n/ log n) · log 2 (n)) = ω(n log n) using Lagrange interpolation. Using FFT interpolation, the asymptotic overhead is reduced to ω((n/ log n) log n(log log n)
2 ) = ω(n · (log log n) 2 ). But since we map relatively few items to each mega-bin the gain in practice of using FFT is marginal.
A Linear Communication Protocol
We describe here a protocol in which the circuit computes only O(n) comparisons. This protocol outperforms the protocols in Sect. 4.1 or in [PSWW18, CO18] which have a circuit that computes ω(n) comparisons. A careful analysis reveals that those protocols require O(n) comparisons to process all items that were mapped to the Cuckoo hash table, and an additional s · n comparisons to process the s = ω(1) items that were mapped to the stash. We note that the concurrent and independent work of [FNO18] proposes to use a PSI protocol for unbalanced set sizes, such as in the work of [KLS+17] , to reduce the complexity of handling the stash from ω(n) to O(n) in PSI protocols. However, their idea can only be applied when the output is the intersection itself. When the output is a function of the intersection then their protocol has communication complexity O(n log log n), cf. Sect. 1.4). In contrast, we achieve O(n) communication even when the output is a function of the intersection.
We present two different techniques to achieve a linear communication protocol with failure probability that is negligible in the statistical security parameter σ. The first technique (see Sect. 5.1) is implied by a mathematical analysis of the failure probability (as argued in Sect. 1.4). The second technique (see Sect. 5.2) is implied by the empirical analysis presented in [PSZ18] .
Linear Communication via Dual Execution
We overcome the difficulty of handling the stash by running a modified version of the protocol in three phases. The first phase is similar to the basic protocol, but ignores the items that P 1 maps to the stash. Therefore this phase inputs to the circuit the O(n) results of comparing P 1 's input items (except those mapped to the stash) with all of P 2 's items. The second phase reverses the roles of the parties, and in addition now P 1 inputs only the items that it previously mapped to the stash. In this phase P 2 uses Cuckoo hashing and might map some items to the stash. The last phase only compares the items that P 1 mapped to the stash in the first phase, to the items that P 2 mapped to the stash in the second phase, and therefore only needs to handle very few items. Below, we describe our protocol in more detail: In Protocol 10, we describe our protocol in more detail.
PROTOCOL 10 (PSI with Linear Communication)
Inputs. P1 has X = {x1, . . . , xn} and P2 has Y = {y1, . . . , yn}. Protocol. The protocol proceeds in 3 phases as follows:
1. Run steps 1-2 of Protocol 9. Denote the items mapped to P1's table by XT (i.e., excluding the items mapped to the stash). In the end of this phase, for every j ∈ [β], P1 holds the OPPRF result y j and P2 holds the target value tj. 2. Reverse the roles of P1 and P2 and run steps 1-2 of Protocol 9 again, where P1 inputs XS = X XT (i.e., only the items that were previously mapped to the stash) and P2 inputs Y . Since the roles are reversed then P1 maps XS using simple hashing and P2 maps Y using Cuckoo hashing. Denote the items mapped to the table and stash of P2 by YT and YS, respectively. In the end of this phase, for every j ∈ [β], P1 has the target valuetj and P2 has the OPPRF resultỹ j . 3. The parties use secure two-party computation (Functionality 1) with the circuit C 2β+s 2 ,γ (where s is the stash size). For section j ∈ [β] of the circuit, P1 and P2 input the first γ bits of y j and tj resp. For section j ∈ {β + 1, . . . , 2β} of the circuit P1 and P2 input the first γ bits oftj and y j , respectively. Finally, for the rest s 2 sections of the circuit, the parties input every combination of XS ×YS (padded with uniformly random items so that |XS| = |YS| = s).
Correctness & Efficiency.
The protocol compares every pair in X × Y and therefore every item in the intersection is input to the circuit exactly once: Sections 1, . . . , β of the circuit cover all pairs in X T × Y , sections β + 1, . . . , 2β cover all pairs in X S × Y T and sections 2β + 1, . . . , 2β + s 2 covers all pairs in X S × Y S . This implies that the result of the three-phase construction is exactly the intersection X ∩ Y . The communication complexity in the first two steps of the protocol is O(n · κ) as they involve the execution of a OPPRF with at most O(n) items to the parties. The communication complexity of the third step is O(n · γ) since it involves 2n + s 2 comparisons of γ-bit elements. Since the stash size is s = O(log n), overall there are O(n) comparisons.
Security.
As in the basic protocol (see Sect. 4.1), the security of this protocol is implied by the security of the OPPRF and secure two-party computation.
Linear Communication via Stash-Less Cuckoo Hashing
The largest communication cost factor in our protocols is the secure evaluation of the circuit. The asymptotically efficient Protocol 10 requires computing at least two copies of the basic circuit (for Phases 1 and 2), and it is therefore preferable to implement a protocol which has better concrete efficiency. We design a protocol that requires no stash (while achieving a small failure probability of less than 2 −40 ), and hence uses no dual execution.
In order to be able to not use the stash, hashing is done with K > 2 hash functions. We take into account the results of [PSZ18] , which ran an empirical evaluation for the failure probability of Cuckoo hashing (failure is defined as the event where an item cannot be stored in the table and must be stored in the stash). They run experiments for a failure probability of 2 −30 with K = 3, 4 and 5 hash functions, and extrapolated the results to yield the minimum number of bins for achieving a failure probability of less than 2 −40 . The results showed that β = 1.27n, 1.09n, and 1.05n bins are required for K = 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
The main obstacle in using more than two hash functions in previous works on PSI was that the communication was still linear in O(max b · β) , where max b is the maximal number of elements in a bin of the simple hash table. The value of max b increases with K since each item is stored K times in the simple hash table. In our protocol the communication for the circuit is independent of max b , as it only depends on the number of bins β. The communication for sending the polynomials, whose size is O(K · n · κ), is just a small fraction of the overall communication and was in our experiments always smaller than 3%. In this paper, we therefore use K = 3 hash functions for our stash-less protocol.
PSI with Associated Payload
In many cases, each input item of the parties has some "payload" data associated with it. For example, an input item might include an id which is a credit card number, and a payload which is a transaction that was paid using this credit card. The parties might wish to compute some function of the payloads of the items in the intersection (for example, the sum of the financial transactions associated with these items). However, a straightforward application of our techniques does not seem to support this type of computation: Recall that P 2 might map multiple items to each bin. The OPPRF associates a single output β to all these items, and this value is compared in the circuit with the output α of P 1 . But if P 2 inserts a single item to the circuit, it seems that this item cannot encode the payloads of all items mapped to this bin.
The 2D Cuckoo hashing circuit-based PSI protocol of [PSWW18] handles payloads well, since each comparison involves only a single item from each party. While our basic protocol cannot handle payloads, we show here how it can be adapted to efficiently encode payloads in the input to the circuit.
Let Table 1 and Stash be P 1 's table and stash after mapping its items using Cuckoo hashing and let Table 2 be P 2 's table after mapping its items using simple hashing. In addition, denote by U (x) and V (y) the payloads associated with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y respectively and assume that all payloads have the same length δ. The parties invoke two instances of batch OPPRF as follows:
1. A batch OPPRF where P 1 inputs equal to a uniformly random and independent value t j ∈ {0, 1} λ . This is the same invocation of a batch OPPRF as in Protocol 9. At the end, P 1 has the OPPRF results y 1 , . . . , y β and P 2 has the target values t 1 , . . . , t j .
2. In the second batch OPPRF, P 2 chooses the target values such that the elements in the set T j are not equal. Specifically, P 1 inputs Then, the circuit operates in the following way: For the j-th section, P 1 inputs Table 1 [j], y j ,ỹ j and U ( Table 1 [j]), and P 2 inputs t j andt j . The circuit compares y j to t j . If they are equal then it forwards to the sub-circuit that computes f the item 
Efficiency. The resulting protocol has the same asymptotic complexity as our initial protocols without payloads. The number of comparisons in the circuit is the same as in the basic circuit. Table 1 . The results of [PSZ18] for the required stash sizes s for K = 2 hash functions and β = 2.4n bins, and the minimum OPPRF output bitlength γ to achieve failure probability < 2 −40 when mapping n elements into β bins with Cuckoo hashing. For K > 2 hash functions we choose a large enough number of bins β to achieve stash failure probability < 2 −40 . 
# Elements
Concrete Costs
In this section we evaluate the concrete costs of our protocol for concrete values of the security parameters. We set the computational security parameter to κ = 128, and the statistical security parameter to σ = 40.
Parameter Choices for Sufficiently Small Failure Probability
For K = 2 hash functions, following previous works on PSI (e.g., [PSSZ15, PSWW18] ), we set the table size parameter for Cuckoo hashing to = 0.2, and use a Cuckoo table with β = 2n(1 + ) = 2.4n bins. The resulting stash sizes for mapping n elements into β = 2.4n bins, as determined by the experiments in [PSZ18] , are summarized in Table 1 . Note that we use here concrete values for the stash size, and are aiming for a failure probability smaller than 2 −40 . This can either be achieved using the basic protocol of Sect. 4.1 with the right choice of the stash size, or by running the three rounds O(n) complexity protocol of Sect. 5.
Another option is described in Sect. 5.2, where we use more than two hash functions (specifically, use K = 3, 4, or 5 functions), with the hash table being of size β = 1.27n, 1.09n, or 1.05n, respectively. These parameters achieve a failure probability smaller than 2 −40 according to the experimental analysis in [PSZ18] . As described in Sect. 4.2, even if there are no stash failures, the scheme can fail due to collisions in the output of the PRF, with probability β · 2 −γ , where γ is the output bitlength of the OPPRF. To make this failure probability smaller than the statistical security parameter (which we set to 40), the output bitlength of the OPPRF must be γ = 40 + log 2 β bits.
Computing Polynomial Interpolation
We implemented interpolation of polynomials of degree d using an O(d 2 ) algorithm based on Lagrange interpolation in a prime field where the prime is the Mersenne prime 2 61 − 1. The runtime for interpolating a polynomial of degree d = 1024 was 7 ms, measured on an Intel Core i7-4770K CPU with a single thread. The runtimefor different values of d behaved (very accurately) as a quadratic function of d. The actual algorithmsare those implemented in NTL v10.0 with field arithmetics replaced with our customized arithmetic operationsover the Mersenne prime 2 61 − 1. Most importantly, this field enables an order of magnitude faster multiplication of field elements: multiplying x · y with |x|, |y| ≤ 61 is implemented by multiplying x and y over Z to obtain z = xy with |z| ≤ 122. Then the result is the sum of the element represented by the lower 61 bits of z with the element represented by the higher 61 bits of z (and therefore no expensive modular reduction is required). The Mersenne prime 2 61 − 1 allows the use of at least 40-bit statistical security for up to n = 2 20 elements for all our algorithms using permutation-based hashing (cf. [PSSZ15] ). To use larger sets, we see two possible solutions: (i) using a larger Mersenne prime or (ii) reducing the statistical security parameter σ (e.g., using σ = 38 for achieving less than 2 −σ failure probability for n = 2 22 elements, K = 3 hash functions, and β = 1.27n bins). The required minimum bit-length of the elements using permutation-based hashing with failure probability 2 −σ is computed as = σ + 2 log 2 n − log 2 β. The OPPRF output is also ≤ 61 bits in most cases as shown in Table 1 .
For reducing the computation complexity of our protocol, we use the approach described in Sect. 4.3, where instead of interpolating a polynomial of degree K · n, where K is the number of hash functions and n is the number of elements for PSI, we interpolate multiple smaller polynomials of degree at most d = 1024. We therefore have to determine the minimum number of mega-bins B such that when mapping N = K · n elements to B bins, the probability of having a bin with more than max b = 1024 elements is smaller than 2 −40 . As in the analysis for simple hashing in [PSZ18] , we use the formula from [MR95] :
We depict the corresponding numbers in Table 2 . With these numbers and our experiments for polynomial interpolation described above, the estimated runtimes for the polynomial interpolation are B · 7 ms. The hints (polynomials) that need to be sent have size B · max b · γ bits which is only slightly larger than the ideal communication of K · n · γ bits when using one large polynomial as shown in Table 2 .
Note that in contrast to many PSI solutions whose main run-time bottleneck is already network bandwidth (which cannot be easily improved in many settings such as over the Internet), the run-time of our protocols can be improved by using multiple threads instead of one thread. Since the interpolation of polynomials for different mega-bins is independent of each other, the computation scales linearly in the number of physical cores and thus can be efficiently parallelized. 
Communication and Depth Comparison
We first compute the communication complexity of our basic construction from Sect. 4.1. The communication is composed of (a) the OPRF evaluations for each of the B bins, (b) the hints consisting of the polynomials, (c) the circuit for comparing the outputs of the OPPRFs in each bin, and (d) the circuit for comparing the s elements on the stash with the n elements of P 2 .
With regards to (a), the OPRF protocol of [KKRT16] , which was also used in [KMP+17] , has an amortized communication of at most 450 bits per OPRF evaluation for set sizes up to n = 2 24 elements (cf. [KKRT16, Table 1] ). This amounts to B · 450 bits of communication.
With regards to (b), for the size of the hints in the OPPRF construction we use the values given in Table 2 . These numbers represent the communication when using mega-bins, and are slightly larger than the ideal communication of K · n coefficients of size γ bits each, that would have been achieved by using a single polynomial for all values. However, it is preferable to use mega-bins since their usage substantially improves the computation complexity as described in Sect. 4.3, while the total communication for the hints is at most 3% of the total communication. (This also shows that any improvements of the size of the hints will have only a negligible effect on the total communication).
With regards to (c), the circuit compares B elements of bitlength γ, and hence requires B · (γ − 1) AND gates. With 256 bits per AND gate [ALSZ13, ZRE15] We now analyze the communication complexity of our O(n) protocol described in Sect. 5. The main difference compared to the basic protocol analyzed above is that a different method is used for comparing the elements of the stash, i.e., replacing step (d) above. The new method replaces this step by letting P 2 use Cuckoo hashing of its n elements into B bins and then evaluating OPRF for each of these bins. This requires B · 450 bits of communication plus B comparisons of γ bit values. Overall, this amounts to B · (450 + (γ − 1) · 256) bits of communication. For simplicity, we omit the communication for comparing the elements for phase 3 which compares the elements on the two stashes, as it is negligible.
Comparison to Previous Work. In Table 3 , we compare the resulting communication of our protocols to those of previous circuit-based PSI protocols of [HEK12, PSSZ15, PSWW18, FNO18] . As can be seen from this table, our protocols improve communication by an integer factor, where the main advantage of our protocols is that their communication complexity is independent of the bitlength of the input elements. Namely, for arbitrary input bitlengths, our nostash protocol improves the communication over the previous best protocol of [PSWW18] by a factor of 12.8x for n = 2 12 to a factor of 10.1x for n = 2 20 . For fixed bitlength of σ = 32 bits, our no-stash protocol improves communication over [PSWW18] by a factor of 5.7x for n = 2 12 to a factor of 2.6x for n = 2 20 .
Circuit Depth. For some secure circuit evaluation protocols like GMW [GMW87] the round complexity depends on the depth of the circuit. In Table 4 , we depict the circuit depths for concrete parameters of our protocols and previous work, and show that our circuits have about the same low depth as the best previous works [PSSZ15, PSWW18] . In more detail, the Sort-CompareShuffle (SCS) circuit of [HEK12] has depth log 2 σ · log 2 n when using depthoptimized comparison circuits. The protocols of [PSSZ15, PSWW18] have depth Table 3 . Communication in MB for circuit-based PSI on n elements of fixed bitlength σ = 32 (left) and arbitrary bitlength hashed to σ = 40 + 2 log 2 (n) − 1 bits (right). The numbers for previous protocols are based on the circuit sizes given in [PSWW18, 
, where concrete parameters for n, δ, b are given in [FNO18, Table 1 ]. Our protocols consist of circuits for comparing the elements on the stash of bitlength σ and the outputs of the OPPRFs of length γ and therefore have depth max(log σ, log γ) = max(log σ, log 2 (40 + 2 log 2 (n) − 1)). -42 36 -54 51 2D CH [PSWW18] 5 5 5 6 7 7 Our Protocols 6 6 6 6 7 7
Runtime Comparison
In this section we compare the runtimes of different PSI protocols. In Sect. 7.2 we conducted experiments for polynomial interpolation, the main new part of our protocol, and we show below that this step takes only a small fraction of the total runtime. We also implemented our most efficient protocol (see Sect. 5.2).
Sect. 4.1) and the protocol with linear communication overhead (see Sect. 5) based on the experiments of the interpolation procedure and rigorous estimations from previous works.
Previous Work. As we have seen in the analysis of the communication overhead in Sect. 7.3, our protocols provide better improvements to performance in the case of arbitrary bitlengths. The previous work of [PSWW18] gave runtimes only for fixed bitlength of 32 bits in [PSWW18, Table 4 ]. Therefore, we extrapolate the runtimes of the previous protocols from fixed bitlength to arbitrary bitlength based on the circuit sizes given in [PSWW18, Table 3 ]. The estimated runtimes are given in Table 5 . The LAN setting is a 1 Gbit/s network with roundtrip time of 1 ms and the WAN setting is a 100 Mbit/s network with round-trip time of 100 ms. Runtimes were not presented in [FNO18] , but since their circuit sizes and depths are substantially larger than those of [PSWW18] (cf . Tables 3  and 4) , their runtimes will also be substantially higher than those of [PSWW18] .
Our Implementation. We implemented and benchmarked our most efficient no-stash OPPRF-based PSI protocol (see Sect. 5.2) on two commodity PCs with an Intel Core i7-4770K CPU. We instantiated our protocol with security parameter κ = 128 bits, K = 3 hash functions, B = 1.27n bins, and no stash (see Sect. 5.2). Our OPPRF implementation is based on the OPRF protocol of [PSZ18] . 7 For the secure circuit evaluation, we used the ABY framework [DSZ15] . The run-times are averaged over 50 executions. The results are described in Table 5 .
Comparison with PSI Protocols. As a baseline, we compare our performance with specific protocols for computing the intersection itself. (However, as is detailed in Sect. 1.2, our protocol is circuit-based and therefore has multiple advantages compared to specific PSI protocols). Our best protocol is slower by a factor of 41x than today's fastest PSI protocol of [KKRT16] for n = 2 20 elements in the WAN setting (cf. Table 5) .
Comparison with Public Key-Based PSI Variant Protocols. Our circuitbased protocol is substantially faster than previous public key-based protocols for computing variants of PSI, although they have similar asymptotic linear complexity. As an example, consider comparing whether the size of the intersection is greater than a threshold (PSI-CAT). In our protocol, we can compute the PSI-CAT functionality by extending the PSI circuit of Table 5 with a Hamming distance circuit (which, using the size-optimal construction of [BP06] , adds less than n AND gates). The final comparison with the threshold adds another log 2 n Table 5 . Total run-times in ms for PSI variant protocols on n elements of arbitrary bitlength using GMW [GMW87] for secure circuit evaluation and one thread. Numbers for all but our protocols are based on [PSWW18] . The best values for generic circuitbased PSI protocols are marked in bold. 11 elements, and [ZC18] report runtimes of at least 138 s for n = 100 elements, whereas our protocol requires 0.52 s for n = 2 11 elements and 0.34 s for n = 100 elements. Hence, we improve over [ZC17] by a factor of 1 498x, over [HOS17] by a factor of 1 400x, and over [ZC18] by a factor of 405x. As an example for computing PSI-CAT with larger set sizes, our protocol requires 124 s for n = 2 20 elements. The protocol described by Google for computing ad revenues [Yun15, Kre17] (see Sect. 1.2) is based on the DH-based PSI protocol which is already 65x slower than our protocol for n = 2 20 elements over a LAN (cf. Table 5 ) and leaks the intersection cardinality as an intermediate result. Here, too, our circuit would be only slightly larger than the PSI circuit of Table 5 .
Comparison with Circuit-Based PSI Protocols. As can be seen from Table 5 , our no-stash protocol from Sect. 5.2 is substantially more efficient than our basic protocol and our linear asymptotic overhead protocol from Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 5, respectively. It improves over the best previous circuit-based PSI protocol from [PSWW18] by factors of 4.2x to 2.8x in the LAN setting, and by factors of 5.8x to 3.9x in the WAN setting. From the micro-benchmarks in Table 5 , we also observe that the runtimes for the polynomial interpolation are a significant fraction of the total runtimes of our protocols (3% to 33% for the interpolation and 1% to 18% for the evaluation). Since polynomials are independent of each other, the interpolation and evaluation can be trivially parallelized for running with multiple threads, which would give this part of the computation a speed-up that is linear in the number of physical cores of the processor.
